Term translation quality in machine translation (MT), which is usually measured by domain experts, is a time-consuming and expensive task. In fact, this is unimaginable in an industrial setting where customised MT systems often need to be updated for many reasons (e.g., availability of new training data, leading MT techniques). To the best of our knowledge, as of yet, there is no publicly-available solution to evaluate terminology translation in MT automatically. Hence, there is a genuine need to have a faster and less-expensive solution to this problem, which could help end-users to identify term translation problems in MT instantly. This study presents a faster and less expensive strategy for evaluating terminology translation in MT. High correlations of our evaluation results with human judgements demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed solution. The paper also introduces a classification framework, TermCat, that can automatically classify term translation-related errors and expose specific problems in relation to terminology translation in MT. We carried out our experiments with a low resource language pair, English-Hindi, and found that our classifier, whose accuracy varies across the translation directions, error classes, the morphological nature of the languages, and MT models, generally performs competently in the terminology translation classification task.
Introduction
Terms are productive in nature, and new terms are being created all the time. A term could have multiple meanings depending on the context in which it appears. For example, the words "terminal" ("a bus terminal" or "computer terminal") and "play" ("play music" or "play football") could have very different meanings depending on the context in which they appear. A polysemous term (e.g., "terminal") could have many translation equivalents in a target language. For example, the English word "charge" has more than twenty target equivalents in Hindi (e.g., "dam" for "value", "bhar" for "load", "bojh" for "burden"). When encountering a legal document, the translation of "charge" has to be the particular Hindi word "aarop". The target translation could lose its meaning if the term translation and domain knowledge is not taken into account. Accordingly, the preservation of domain knowledge from source to target is pivotal in any translation workflow (TW), and this is one of the customer's primary concerns in the translation industry, especially for critical domains such as medical, transportation, military, legal and aerospace. Naturally, translation service providers (TSPs) who use MT in production expect translations to be consistent with the relevant context and the domain in question. However, evaluation of terminology translation has been one of the least explored areas in MT research. No standard automatic MT evaluation metric (e.g., BLEU [1] ) can provide much information on how good or bad an MT system is at translating domain-specific expressions. To the best of our knowledge, as of now, no one has proposed any effective way to evaluate terminology translation in MT automatically. In industrial TWs, TSPs generally hire human experts related to the in the field of NMT [12, 13] to the point where some researchers are claiming parity with human translation [14] . Currently, NMT is regarded as a preferred alternative to PB-SMT [8] and represents a new state-of-the-art in MT research. We develop competitive PB-SMT and NMT systems with a less examined and low resource language pair, English-Hindi. Our first investigation is from a less inflected language to a highly-inflected language (i.e., English-to-Hindi), and the second one is the other way round (i.e., Hindi-to-English). With this, we compare term translation in PB-SMT and NMT with a difficult translation pair involving two morphologically-divergent languages.
To summarize, our main contributions in this article are as follows:
1.
We present a faster and less expensive annotation scheme that can semi-automatically create a reusable gold standard evaluation test set for evaluating terminology translation in MT. This strategy provides a faster and less expensive solution compared to a slow and expensive manual evaluation process.
2.
We highlight various linguistic phenomena in relation to the annotation process on English and a low resource language, Hindi.
3.
We present an automatic metric for evaluating terminology translation in MT, namely TermEval. We also demonstrate a classification framework, TermCat, that can automatically classify terminology translation-related errors in MT. TermEval is shown to be a promising metric, as it shows very high correlations with the human judgements. TermCat achieves competitive performance in the terminology translation error classification task.
4.
We compare PB-SMT and NMT on terminology translation in two translation directions: English-to-Hindi and Hindi-to-English. We present the challenges in relation to the investigation of the automation of the terminology translation evaluation and error classification processes in the low resource scenario.
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we discuss related work. Section 3 describes the MT systems used in our experiments. In Section 4, we present how we created a gold standard dataset and examine challenges in relation to the termbank creation process. Sections 5 and 6 present our evaluation metric, TermEval, and classification model, TermCat, respectively. Section 7 reports our evaluation plan and experimental results, including discussion and analysis, while Section 8 concludes and provides avenues for further work.
Related Work
Multiword units (MWUs) are overwhelmingly present in terminology [15] . The book Multiword units in machine translation and translation technology [16] explores the computational treatments of how MWUs (e.g. idioms, collocations, terminology) can be handled in NLP, particularly in MT and translation technology [17] . Since we takes terminology into consideration for our investigation, the literature survey section talks about those works that studied handling techniques of single-word and multiword terms in NLP tasks relevant to ours. Hence, this section is divided into three subsections: Terminology Annotation, Terminology Translation Evaluation Methods and Terminology Translation in PB-SMT & NMT.
Terminology Annotation
Annotation techniques have been widely studied in many areas of natural language processing (NLP). However, terminology annotation is a rarely investigated domain in NLP due to many challenges [18] . Pinnis et al. [19] investigated term extraction, tagging and mapping techniques for under-resourced languages. They mainly presented methods for term extraction, term tagging in documents, and bilingual term mapping from comparable corpora for four under-resourced languages: Croatian, Latvian, Lithuanian, and Romanian. The paper primarily focused on acquiring bilingual terms from comparable web-crawled narrow domain corpora. We refer interested readers to Section 2.3 of [18] , which presents studies relating to annotation and evaluation of multilingual automatic terminology extraction from comparable corpora.
In order to evaluate the quality of the bilingual terms in MT, Arčan et al. [20] manually created a terminology gold standard for the IT domain. They hired annotators with a linguistic background to mark all domain-specific terms in the monolingual GNOME and KDE corpora [21] . Then, the annotators manually created a bilingual pair of two domain-specific terms found in a source and target sentence, one being the translation of the other. This process resulted in the identification of 874 domain-specific bilingual terms in the two datasets [22] . The end goal (i.e., evaluating the quality of term translation in MT) of their manual annotation task was identical to that of this study. However, our annotation task is a semi-automatic process that helps create a terminology gold standard more quickly. In short, the annotation task takes support from a bilingual terminology that is automatically created from a bilingual domain corpus. For automatic bilingual term extraction, we followed the approach of [3, 4] . In this context, an obvious challenge in relation to the term annotation task is that there is a lack of a clear definition of terms (i.e., what entities can be labelled as terms [23] ). While it is beyond the scope of this article to discuss this matter, the various challenges relating to terminology annotation, translation and evaluation will be presented in more detail.
Terminology Translation Evaluation Methods
Farajian et al. [24] proposed an automatic terminology translation evaluation metric, which computes the proportion of terms in the reference set that are correctly translated by the MT system. Provided with a termbank, this metric looks for source and target terms in the reference set and translated documents. There is a potential problem with this evaluation strategy. It might be the case that a source term from the input sentence is incorrectly translated into the target translation, and the reference translation of the source term spuriously appears in the translation of a different input sentence. In such a case, the evaluation metric would make a hit count, which is not correct. In addition to the above aberration, there are two more issues that Farajian et al. [24] could not address, namely the problem relating to the translation of the ambiguous terms (cf. Section 4.4) and the consideration of lexical and inflectional variations for a reference term (cf. Section 4.2).
Automatic error analysis methods [25, 26] can expose specific problems in translation with an MT system. Popović and Ney [25] proposed a framework for automatic error analysis and classification of translations, which essentially provides more specific information of certain problems in translations. In their work, they focused on five basic error categories: (a) inflectional error, (b) reordering error, (c) extra word, (d) missing words and (e) incorrect lexical choice. More recently, in order to compare the performance of NMT and classical MT paradigms, Bentivogli et al. [26] automatically classified translational errors using a coarse-grained error typology: (a) morphology errors, (b) lexical errors and (c) word order errors. To the best of our knowledge, no one has tried to classify terminological errors in MT automatically. We demonstrate a classification framework, TermCat, that can automatically classify terminology translation-related errors and provide deeper knowledge on the nature of terminological errors.
Terminology Translation in PB-SMT & NMT
This section presents papers that have looked into terminology translation in MT. Burchardt et al. [27] conducted a linguistically-driven fine-grained evaluation to compare rule-based, phrase-based and neural MT engines for English-German based on a test-suite for MT quality, confirming the findings of previous studies. In their German-to-English translation task, despite obtaining the lowest average score, PB-SMT was the best-performing system on named entities and terminology translation. However, when tested in the reverse translation direction (i.e., English-to-German), a commercial NMT engine becomes the winner as far as term translation is concerned. In a similar experimental setup, Macketanz et al. [28] reported that their PB-SMT system outperformed NMT on terminology translation on both in-domain (IT domain) and general domain test suites in an English-to-German translation task. Specia et al. [29] carried out an error annotation process using the multidimensional quality metrics (MQM) error annotation framework [30] in an MT post-editing environment. The list of errors was divided into three main categories: accuracy, fluency and terminology. According to the annotation results, more terminology-related errors were found in NMT translations than in PB-SMT translations in the English-to-German task (139 vs. 82), and the other way round in the English-to-Latvian task (31 vs. 34) . From their manual evaluation procedure, Beyer et al. [31] reported that PB-SMT outperformed NMT on term translation, which they speculated could be because their technical termbank was part of the training data used for building their PB-SMT system. Vintar [32] conducted an automatic and small-scale human evaluation on the terminology translation quality of the Google Translate NMT model [33] compared to its earlier PB-SMT model for the Slovene-English language pair and in the specialised domain of karstology [34] . The evaluation result on the Slovene-to-English task confirmed NMT to be slightly better than PB-SMT in terminology translation, while the opposite direction (i.e., English-to-Slovene task) showed the reversed picture with PB-SMT outperforming NMT. Vintar [32] carried out a small qualitative analysis, by counting terms that are dropped in target translations and detailing instances where MT systems often failed to preserve domain knowledge. Recently, we conducted comparative qualitative evaluation and comprehensive error analysis on terminology translation in PB-SMT and NMT, and demonstrated a number of important findings [35] , e.g. NMT systems omit more terms in translation than PB-SMT systems, majority of the errors made by PB-SMT systems are complementary to those made by NMT systems. As far as terminology translation quality evaluation in PB-SMT alone is concerned, given its relatively longer history, there have been a number of papers on that topic. For example, Huang et al. [36] investigated term translation in a PB-SMT task and observed that more than 10% of high-frequency terms were incorrectly translated by their PB-SMT decoder, although the system's BLEU score was quite high, i.e., 63.0 BLEU. One common event in the above papers [27] [28] [29] 31, 32, 35, 36] was that the authors carried out a human evaluation in order to measure terminology translation quality in MT, which, as mentioned earlier, is subjective and a slow and expensive process. In this paper, we present a faster and less-expensive evaluation strategy for preparing a gold standard, based on which our metric, TermEval, can measure terminology translation quality in MT. Furthermore, we demonstrate a classification framework that can expose the nature of terminological errors in MT.
MT Systems

PB-SMT System
To build our PB-SMT systems, we used the Moses toolkit [37] . We used a five-gram LM trained with modified Kneser-Ney smoothing [38] using the KenLM toolkit [39] . For LM training, we combined a large monolingual corpus with the target-side of the parallel training corpus. Additionally, we trained a neural LM with the NPLM toolkit [40] on the target-side of parallel training corpus alone. Our PB-SMT log-linear features include: (a) 4 translational features (forward and backward phrase and lexical probabilities); (b) 8 lexicalized reordering probabilities (wbe-mslr-bidirectional-fe-allff ); (c) 2 5-gram LM probabilities (Kneser-Ney and NPLM); (d) 5 OSM features [41] and (e) word-count and distortion penalties. In our experiments, word alignment models were trained using the GIZA++ toolkit [42] , phrases were extracted following the grow-diag-final-and algorithm of [8] , Kneser-Ney smoothing was applied at the level of phrase scoring, and a smoothing constant (0.8u) was used for training lexicalized reordering models. The weights of the parameters were optimized using the margin-infused relaxed algorithm [43] on the development set. For decoding, the cube-pruning algorithm [44] was applied, with a distortion limit of 12. We called the English-to-Hindi and Hindi-to-English PB-SMT systems EHPS and HEPS, respectively.
NMT System
To build our NMT systems, we used the MarianNMT [45] toolkit. The NMT systems are Google Transformer models [13] . In our experiments, we followed the recommended best setup from [13] . The tokens of the training, evaluation and validation sets were segmented into sub-word units using the byte-pair encoding (BPE) technique [46] proposed by [47] . Since English and Hindi are written in Roman and Devanagari scripts and have no overlapping characters, BPE was applied individually on the source and target languages. We performed 32,000 join operations. Our training setup was as follows. We considered the size of the encoder and decoder layers to be six. As in [13] , we employed residual connection around layers [48] , followed by layer normalisation [49] . The weight matrix between embedding layers was shared, similar to [50] . Dropout [51] between layers was set to 0.10. We used mini-batches of a size of 64 for updating. The models were trained with the Adam optimizer [52] , with the learning-rate set to 0.0003 and reshuffling the training corpora for each epoch. As in [13] , we also used the learning rate warm-up strategy for Adam. The validation on development set was performed using three cost functions: cross-entropy, perplexity and BLEU. The early stopping criterion was based on cross-entropy; however, the final NMT systems were selected as per the highest BLEU scores on the validation set. The beam size for search was set to 12.
Initially, we used a parallel training corpus to build our English-to-Hindi and Hindi-to-English baseline transformer models. We translated monolingual sentences (cf. Table 1 ) with the baseline models and created source synthetic sentences [53, 54] . Then, we append this synthetic training data to the parallel training data and retrained the baseline models. We made our final NMT model with ensembles of four models (top four models as per the BLEU scores on the validation set) that were sampled from the training run. We called our final English-to-Hindi and Hindi-to-English NMT systems EHNS and HENS, respectively.
Data Used
For experimentation, we used the IIT Bombay English-Hindi parallel corpus [7] , which is compiled from a variety of existing sources, e.g., OPUS [21] . That is why the parallel corpus is a mixture of various domains. For building additional language models (LMs) for Hindi and English, we used the HindEnCorp monolingual corpus [55] and monolingual data from various sources (e.g., the European Parliamentary proceedings [56] ) from the OPUS project, respectively. The corpus statistics are shown in Table 1 . We selected 2000 sentences (test set) for the evaluation of the MT systems and 996 sentences (development set) for validation from the Judicial parallel corpus (cf. Table 1) , which is a juridical domain corpus (i.e., proceedings of legal judgements). The MT systems were built with the training set shown in Table 1 that includes the remaining sentences of the Judicial parallel corpus. In order to perform tokenization for English and Hindi, we used the standard tokenization tool [57] of the Moses toolkit. 
PB-SMT versus NMT
In this section, we present the comparative performance of the PB-SMT and NMT systems using a range of automatic evaluation metrics: BLEU, METEOR [58] and TER [59] . BLEU, METEOR and TER are standard metrics that are widely used by the MT community. Note that TER is an error metric, which means lower values indicate better translation quality. We report evaluation results in Table 2 . Additionally, we performed statistical significance tests using bootstrap resampling methods [60] . The confidence level (%) of the improvement obtained by one MT system with respect to the another MT system is reported. An improvement in system performance at a confidence level above 95% was assumed to be statistically significant. As can be seen from Table 2 , EHPS and EHNS produced reasonable BLEU scores (28.8 BLEU and 36.6 BLEU) on the test set given the difficulty of the translation pair. These BLEU scores, in fact, underestimated the translation quality, given the relatively free word order in Hindi, given that we had just a single reference translation set for evaluation. Many TSPs consider a 30.0 BLEU score as a benchmarking value and use those MT systems in their TW that produce BLEU scores above this score. For example, the work in [61] successfully used an English-to-Latvian MT system with a similar BLEU score (35.0 BLEU) in the SDL Trados CAT tool [62] . In this perspective, EHPS was just below par, and EHNS was well above the benchmarking value.
As far as the Hindi-to-English translation task was concerned, HEPS and HENS produced reasonable BLEU scores (34.1 BLEU and 39.9 BLEU) on the test set. As expected, translation quality from the morphologically-rich to morphologically-poor language improved. The differences in BLEU scores of PB-SMT and NMT systems in both the English-to-Hindi and Hindi-to-English translation tasks were statistically significant. This trend was observed with the other evaluation metrics.
Creating Gold Standard Evaluation Set
This section presents our annotation scheme. For evaluating terminology translation with our MT systems, we used the test set (cf. Table 1 ) that contained 2000 sentence-pairs from the judicial domain. We annotated the test set by marking term-pairs on the source and target sides of the test set for creating a gold standard evaluation set. The annotation process was accomplished with our own bilingual term annotation tool, TermMarker, a user-friendly GUI developed with PyQT5 [63] . Figure 1 shows a screenshot of TermMarker's interface. The annotation process starts by displaying a source-target sentence-pair from the test set in the interface. If there is a source term present in the source sentence, its translation equivalent (i.e., target term) is found in the target sentence, and the source-target term-pair is marked. The annotation process is simple, and is carried out manually. The annotators (native Hindi evaluators with excellent English skills) were instructed to mark those words as terms that belong to the legal or judicial domains. The annotators were also instructed to mark those sentence-pairs from the test set that contained errors (e.g., mistranslations, spelling mistakes) in either source or target sentences. The annotators reported 75 erroneous sentence-pairs, which we discarded from the test set. In addition, 655 sentence-pairs of the test set did not contain any terms. We called the remaining 1270 sentence-pairs our gold-test set. Each sentence-pair of the gold-test set contained at least one aligned source-target term-pair. The gold-test set is publicly available to the research community via a website [64]. 
Annotation Suggestions from Bilingual Terminology
TermMarker supports annotation suggestions from an externally-supplied terminology. We recommend this option for faster annotation, although it is optional. For example, in our case, while manually annotating bilingual terms in the judicial domain test set, we took support from a rather noisy bilingual terminology that was automatically created from the Judicial corpus (cf. Table 1 ). For automatic bilingual term extraction, we followed the benchmark approach of [3, 4] , which is regarded as the state-of-the-art terminology extraction technique and works well even on as few as 5000 parallel segments. As can be seen from Figure 1 , given a source-target (English-Hindi) legal domain sentence pair, TermMarker suggests an annotation by tagging the legal term "act" in the English sentence and its target translation (i.e., Hindi term) "adhiniyam" in the Hindi sentence. The user chooses one of the three options for an annotation suggestion: accept, skip and reject. The rejected suggestion is excluded from the bilingual terminology to make sure it never appears as the annotation suggestion in future. The newly-marked term-pair is included in the bilingual termbank, which is to be used in the annotation process.
In Table 3 , we show the statistics of the occurrences of terms in the gold standard evaluation set (i.e., gold-test set). We found 3064 English terms and their target equivalents (3064 Hindi terms) in the source and target sides of gold-test set, respectively. We observed the presence of nested terms (i.e., overlapping terms) in the gold-test set, e.g., "oral testimony" and "testimony", "pending litigation" and "litigation", "attesting witness" and "witness". In nested terms, we call a higher-gram overlapping term (e.g., "oral testimony") a superterm and a lower-gram overlapping term (e.g., "testimony") a subterm. A nested term may have more than one subterm, but it can only have one superterm. TermMarker allows us to annotate both subterms and superterms. 
Variations of Terms
A term could have more than one domain-specific translation equivalent. The number of translation equivalents for a source term could vary from language to language depending on the morphological nature of the target language. For example, the translation of the English word "affidavit" has multiple target equivalents (LIVs) in Hindi even if the translation domain is legal or juridical: "shapath patr", "halaphanaama", "halaphanaame" or "halaphanaamo". The term "shapath patr" is the lexical variation of the Hindi term "halaphanaama". The base form "halaphanaama" could have many inflectional variations (e.g., "halaphanaame", "halaphanaamo") given the sentence's syntactic and morphological profile (e.g., gender, case). In similar contexts, the translation of the English preposition "of" has multiple variations (postpositions) ("ka", "ke") in Hindi. For this, an English term "thumb impression" may have many translations in Hindi, e.g., "angoothe ka nishaan" and "angoothe ke nishaan", where "angoothe" means "thumb" and "nishaan" means "impression".
For each term we check whether the term has any additional (lexical or inflectional) variations pertaining to the juridical domain and relevant to the context of the sentence. If this is the case, we include the relevant variations as legitimate alternative terms. We make the list of lexical and inflectional variations (LIVs) for the term as exhaustive as possible. In Table 3 , we report the number of English and Hindi terms for which we added lexical or inflectional variations and the average number of variations per such term. As expected, both the numbers were higher in Hindi than English.
During annotation, the user could manually add relevant variations for a term through TermMarker's interface. We again exploited the method of [3, 4] for obtaining variation suggestions for a term. The automatically-extracted bilingual terminology of [3, 4] comes with the four highest-weighted target terms for a source term. If the user accepts an annotation suggestion (source-target term-pair) from the bilingual terminology, the remaining three target terms are considered as alternative suggestions of the target term. As in the case of an annotation suggestion above, the user chooses one of the three options for a variation suggestion: accept, skip and reject. The rejected variation is excluded from the bilingual terminology to make sure it never appears as a variation suggestion in future. The newly-added variation is included in the bilingual terminology for future use. Note that TermMarker also has an option to conduct annotation in both directions (source-to-target and target-to-source) at the same time. For this, the user can optionally include a target-to-source bilingual terminology.
Consistency in Annotation
As pointed out in the sections above, new term-pairs and variations of terms are often added to the terminology at the time of annotation. This may cause inconsistency in annotation since new term-pairs or variations could be omitted for annotation in the preceding sentences that have already been annotated. In order to solve this inconsistency problem, TermMarker includes a check-up module that traces a term's annotation history, mainly by storing rejected and skipped items. The check-up module notifies the human annotators when any of the preceding sentences has to be annotated for a newly-included term-pair or variation of a term in the termbank.
Two annotators took part in the annotation task, and two sets of annotated data were obtained. The term-pairs of the gold-test set were finalised on the basis of the annotation agreement by the two annotators, i.e., we kept those source-target term-pairs in the gold-test set for which both annotators agreed that the source and target entities were terms and aligned. On completion of the annotation process, inter-annotator agreement was computed using Cohen's kappa [65] at the word level. This means for a multiword term, we considered the number of words in it for this calculation. For each word, we counted an agreement whenever both annotators agreed that it was a term (or part of a term) or a non-term entity. We found the kappa coefficient to be very high (i.e., 0.95) for the annotation task. This indicated that our terminology annotation was of excellent quality. The final LIV list for a term was the union of the LIV lists created by the annotators.
Ambiguity in Terminology Translation
One can argue that term annotation can be accomplished automatically if a bilingual terminology is available for the target domain. If we automatically annotate a test set with a given terminology, the automatic annotation process will likely introduce noise into the test set. As an example, the translation of an English legal term "case" is "mamla" in Hindi. The translation of the word "case" could be the same Hindi word (i.e., "mamla") even if the context is not legal. A legal term "right" can appear in a legal/juridical text with a completely different context (e.g., fracture of the right elbow). The automatic annotation process will ignore the contexts in which these words ("case", "right", "charge") belong and incorrectly mark these ambiguous words as terms. The automatic annotation process will introduce even more noise while adding variations for a term from a termbank or other similar sources (e.g., lexicon) for the same reason. Hence, the terminology annotation task is inseparably associated with the term's degree of ambiguity. This hypothesis is unquestionably true for the type of data domain (e.g., judicial) we considered in this work.
Measuring the Performance of TermMarker
We tested whether the use of annotation and variation suggestions from bilingual terminology [3, 4] speeds up the annotation process. For this, we divided our judicial domain test set (2000 segments, cf. Table 1 ) into 10 sets, each of which contained 200 segment-pairs. Note that we started our annotation process on Set 1 and ended on Set 10. We counted the number of total annotation and variation suggestions, as well as the number of accepted annotation and variation suggestions over each set. We plot the ratio of these (e.g., accepted annotation suggestions/total annotation suggestions) against the segment set number in Figure 2 . The x-axis and y-axis of Figure 2 represent the segment set number and acceptance ratio, respectively. We see from Figure 2 that both curves (annotation and variation suggestions) moved upward over time, i.e., the acceptance rate of suggestions increased over time. This is because anomalous entries were rejected from the terminology, and new valid entries were added into the terminology all the time, which made the annotation process iteratively faster. 
TermEval
This section explains our proposed evaluation metric, TermEval. The metric starts the evaluation process by forming a set of tuples with each source sentence from the test set and its translation (i.e., hypothesis). The tuples were formed with the list of source terms appearing in the source sentence, their reference translations (i.e., terms) and LIVs (lexical and inflection variations) of the reference terms. First, we looked for the reference terms (or the LIVs of the reference terms) in the hypothesis. We employed the longest reference term first strategy in the search. If a reference term (or any of its LIVs) of a source term was found in the hypothesis, this indicated that the MT system had correctly translated the source term into the target language. If this was not the case, there was likely to be an error in that term translation. At the end of the iteration (over all tuples), the next sentence from the test set was taken into consideration for calculation. Finally, we obtained the TermEval score over the test set. The evaluation method included an additional procedure that took nested overlapping terms and multiple identical reference terms (or variations) into account. More formally, TermEval was calculated given the test set and translation set using (1): (1) where: N the number of sentences in the test set S the number of source terms in the n-th source sentence V the number of reference translations (including LIVs) for the s-th source term R v the v-th reference term for the s-th the source term Hyp n the translation of the n-th source input sentence NT the total number of terms in the test set
We obtained TermEval scores to evaluate the performance of our MT systems (cf. Section 3) on the gold-test set (cf. Section 4), which are reported in Section 7.3. We also tested how TermEval correlates with human judgements and report our findings there. In this context, since Moses can supply word-to-word alignments with its output (i.e. translation) from the phrase table (if any), one can exploit this information to trace target translation of a source term in the output. However, there are a few potential problems with the alignment information, e.g. there could be null or erroneous alignments. Note that, at the time of this work, the transformer models of MarianNMT could not supply word-alignments (i.e. attention weights). In fact, our intention is to make our proposed evaluation method as generic as possible so that it can be applied to the output of any MT system (e.g. an online commercial MT engine). This led us to abandon such a dependency.
TermCat
This section presents our proposed classification framework, TermCat, which can automatically classify terminology translation errors in MT. First, we discuss the error types we considered for the classification task (cf. Section 6.1), and then, we describe how our classification framework TermCat operates (cf. Section 6.2).
Error Classes
We translated the test set sentences with our MT systems (cf. Section 3) and sampled three hundred translations from the whole translation set. We then manually inspected the terminology translations, noting especially the patterns of the term translation-related errors. From our observations, we found that the terminology translation-related errors can roughly be classified into five primary categories. As a consequence, we made a high-level classification of the terminology translation-related errors in MT, as follows:
1.
Reorder error (RE): the translation of a source term forms the wrong word order in the target language.
2.
Inflectional Error (IE): the translation of a source term inflicts a morphological error (e.g., includes an inflectional morpheme that is a misfit in the context of the target translation, which essentially causes a grammatical error in translation).
3.
Partial error (PE): the MT system correctly translates part of a source term into the target language and commits an error for the remainder of the source term.
4.
Incorrect lexical selection (ILS): the translation of a source term is an incorrect lexical choice.
5.
Term drop (TD): the MT system omits the source term in translation.
Classification Framework
We detail how TermCat classifies incorrect term translations into a set of fine-grained error categories below. We refer back to Section 5 where we described how TermEval works. In short, for a given source sentence and its translation (i.e., hypothesis), TermEval forms a set of tuples and looks for the reference translations in the hypothesis. At the end of the iteration (over all tuples), any remaining unlabelled tuples are passed to TermCat. Then, TermCat invokes its error identification modules that classify terminological errors into a set of categories. Thus, TermCat works on the top of TermEval. TermCat is a generic model, but makes use of language-specific linguistic processors and lexical knowledge bases. TermCat is a rule-based application; a flowchart with its error identification modules is illustrated in Figure 3 . We explain each of the TermCat's error identification modules below. 
Reorder Error Identification Module
TermCat's first error identification module involves the reordering problem in terminology translation (cf. Figure 3) . The RE module starts working once TermEval ends processing a source sentence and its translation. The RE module looks for multi-word reference terms (or multi-word LIVs of the reference terms) in the hypothesis. If words of a multi-word reference term (or one of the multi-word LIVs of a reference term) appear in the hypothesis, but in a different order, then this indicates that a reordering error has occurred in translation, and TermCat labels the corresponding source term and its translation with RE. At the end of the iteration, TermCat invokes the next module (IE identification), passing remaining unlabelled tuples to subsequent modules.
Inflectional Error Identification Module
This module is responsible for tracing inflectional errors in terminology translation. In order to do this, the IE module employs a stem-level comparison of the reference terms (or their LIVs) with the words of the hypothesis. In order to obtain stems from words, we used the Porter stemmer [66] for English and a lightweight stemmer [67] for Hindi. In case of a successful search, the classifier labels the corresponding source term and its translation with IE. At the end of the iteration, TermCat invokes a sub-procedure for processing any remaining unlabelled tuples. Note that this module also can trace those term translation-related errors that are a combination of both reordering and inflectional errors, i.e., when the translation of a source term makes an inflectional error, as well as the wrong word order. The sub-procedure is identical to that of the RE identification module, barring the comparison, which is performed here at the stem level. In the case of a successful search, TermCat labels the corresponding source term and its translation with IE. At the end of the iteration, the classifier invokes the next module (PE identification) for processing any remaining unlabelled tuples.
Partial Error Identification Module
The PE (partial error) module spots those source terms whose target translations are partially correct. This module looks for a part of the reference terms (or its variations) in the hypothesis. In the case of a successful search, TermCat labels the corresponding source term and its translation with PE since there is likely to be an error with the remaining part of the source term. Note that stop words (e.g., prepositions, articles) that the reference terms or its variations include are not considered during the search. Consider a multi-word legal term "acts of negligence", which contains a stop word "of". We cannot look for "of" in the hypothesis for spotting the term's partial error since "of" commonly appears in English sentences. At the end of the iteration, TermCat invokes the next module (ILS) for processing any remaining unlabelled tuples.
Incorrect Lexical Selection Identification Module
This module identifies term's incorrect lexical choice. We describe how it operates below. First, TermCat collects all relevant translation-equivalents for each of the source terms. This is accomplished in two different ways: (i) for a single word reference term, we obtained its synonyms from WordNet [68] for English and Hindi WordNet [69] for Hindi, and (ii) for a single or multi-word source term, we obtained translation options from the PB-SMT phrase table. For each source term, we excluded its reference term and the LIVs of the reference term from the list of collected relevant translation-equivalents. Then, ILS Module looks for the remaining relevant translation-equivalents of a source term in the hypothesis. A successful search indicates that the MT system has translated the corresponding source term into the target language and the translation is an incorrect lexical choice, and TermCat labels this source term and its translation with ILS. At the end of the iteration, TermCat calls a sub-procedure for processing any remaining unlabelled tuples. It could be a case that translation of a part of a source term is an incorrect lexical choice, and for the remaining part of the source term, the MT system commits another error. The sub-procedure is a clone of the main identification module barring an exception, i.e., it looks for a part of the target-equivalents of the source terms in the hypothesis. A successful search indicates that the MT system has partially translated the source term into the target language, and the translation is an incorrect lexical choice. Hence, TermCat labels the corresponding source term and its translation with ILS. Like PE, in this sub-procedure, stop words that the reference terms include are not considered during the search.
Since for any remaining unlabelled tuples, no translation-equivalents (term and non-term entities) of the source terms either partially or as a whole were found in the hypothesis, we concluded that the MT system had omitted these source terms in translation. Hence, TermCat labels them with TD (term drop).
The above describes the workings of TermCat. Given the list of terms from a source text and their reference translations, TermCat can automatically classify terminology translation-related errors in automatic translation. Hence, our gold-test set (cf. Section 4) is to be seen as an ideal test set for the classification task. We tested TermCat on the gold-test set in four translation tasks, i.e., the English-to-Hindi and Hindi-to-English PB-SMT and NMT tasks, and report its performance in the terminology translation error classification task in Section 7.5.
Results, Discussion and Analysis
This section first describes our manual evaluation plan and results. Then, we test our proposed metric, TermEval, and classification model, TermCat, and discuss the results.
Manual Evaluation
This section presents our manual evaluation plan. As discussed in Section 6.1, we divided terminology translation-related errors into five main categories (reorder errors (RE), inflectional errors (IE), partial errors (PE), incorrect lexical selection (ILS) and term drop (TD)). In addition to these five primary error classes, we defined another primary error class REM (i.e., remaining). If there was an error in relation to the translation of a source term, whose category was beyond the first five error categories, we placed that term translation under the REM category.
As mentioned above, the sentences of gold-test set were translated with the English-to-Hindi and Hindi-to-English MT systems (cf. Section 3). Translations of the source terms of gold-test set were manually validated and classified in accordance with the set of fine-grained error categories (RE, IE, PE, ILS, TD and REM) described above, as well as a correct category (CT: correct translation). This was accomplished with the human evaluator.
The manual evaluation was carried out using the GUI that randomly displays a source sentence and its reference translation from gold-test set, and the automatic translation by one of the MT systems. For each source term the GUI highlights the source term and the corresponding reference term from the source and reference sentences, respectively, and displays the LIVs of the reference term, if any. The GUI lists the error categories and the sole correct category described above.
The evaluator, a native Hindi speaker with excellent English skills, was instructed to follow the following criteria for evaluating the translation of a source term: (a) judge the correctness/incorrectness of the translation of the source term in the hypothesis and label it with an appropriate category listed in the GUI; (b) do not judge the whole translation, but instead, look at the local context in which both the source term and its translation belong; and (c) take the syntactic and morphological properties of the source term and its translation into account.
The manual classification process was completed for both MT system types. We measured agreement in manual classification of terminology translation. For this, we randomly selected an additional 100 segments from the gold-test set and hired another evaluator who was also a native Hindi speaker with excellent English to perform the classification task. First, we considered the binary categories (correct or incorrect term translation), i.e., we counted an agreement whenever both evaluators agreed that it was a correct (or incorrect) term translation, with agreement by chance = 1/2. Second, we considered the fine-grained categories (that included the correct and error classes), i.e., we counted an agreement whenever both evaluators agreed on the class (correct/error classes) assigned to the term translation. We considered all seven categories described above as equally likely, with agreement by chance = 1/7. As far as the agreements on classification of terminology translations with the four MT systems were concerned, we found that the kappa coefficient for the binary and sub-classes ranged from 0.97-1.0 and 0.76-0.85, respectively. It is believed that a kappa coefficient between 0.6 and 0.8 represents substantial agreement, with anything above 0.8 indicating perfect agreement. In this sense, our manual term translation classification quality could be labelled as excellent.
In Table 4 , we report the manual evaluation results from the four MT tasks, where we present the distributions of the terminology translations across the seven classes we considered for the manual evaluation across the MT tasks. Table 4 . Classification of terminology translations by the human evaluator in the English-to-Hindi and Hindi-to-English PB-SMT and NMT tasks; total number of terms: 3064. 
English-to-Hindi English-to-Hindi Hindi-to-English Hindi-to-English
Automatic Evaluation Metrics
In order to measure the performance of the proposed automatic metric, TermEval, and classification model, TermCat, we made use of three widely-used standard evaluation metrics: precision, recall and F1. We describe the definitions of precision, recall and F1 measures below. For a given class, precision was measured as the ratio of the correct predictions for the class and the number of predictions of the class, as in (2) The recall was measured as the ratio of the number of the correct predictions for the class and size of the reference data for that class, as in (3):
Number of correct predictions for the class Size of the reference data for the class (3) F1 is a function of precision and recall, which is calculated as the harmonic mean of precision and recall, as in (4):
Validating TermEval
We used TermEval to evaluate the performance of our MT systems in terminology translation on the gold-test set, which included 3064 source-target term-pairs. The TermEval scores are reported in Table 5 . For clarity, we also report the total number of correct term translations by the MT systems, which is, in fact, the numerator of the right side of (1) (cf. Section 5). As can be seen from the table, the English-to-Hindi PB-SMT and NMT systems correctly translated 2610 and 2680 English terms (out of a total of 3064 terms), respectively, into Hindi, resulting in TermEval scores of 0.852 and 0.875, respectively. In the other direction (i.e., from Hindi-to-English), the PB-SMT and NMT systems correctly translated 2554 and 2540 English terms (out of a total of 3064 terms), respectively, into Hindi, resulting in TermEval scores of 0.834 and 0.829, respectively. To validate the TermEval scores, we measured the correlations between them and human judgements (cf. Table 4 ) on terminology translation in MT, which is presented below. TermEval provided the number of correct term translations by the MT systems on the test set, which are reported in Table 5 . Thus, we obtained the number of incorrect term translations by the MT systems. Given the reference data (human evaluation results; cf. Table 4 ), we obtained the actual number of correct and incorrect term translations by the MT systems. Given the numbers from Tables 4 and 5, we created contingency tables for both the English-to-Hindi and Hindi-to-English tasks and show them in Table 6 . As can be seen, there were two contingency tables for each of the MT model types: the left-hand tables are for the PB-SMT tasks, and the right-hand tables are for the NMT tasks. The first row and column of each table show the numbers that were obtained from TermEval and the reference data, respectively. The numbers (correct and incorrect term translations) from the reference data were distributed over the correct and incorrect types by TermEval, as well as the other way round. As an example, the manual evaluator labelled 2761 source terms (out of 3064 total source terms) as correct translations in the English-to-Hindi PB-SMT task, and these 2761 source terms belonged to two categories (correct: 2602, incorrect: 159), as per TermEval. Given the contingency tables in Table 6 , we measured the accuracy of TermEval on the English-Hindi translation task. We report the precision, recall and F1 scores in Table 7 . As can be seen, we obtained roughly similar scores on all four translation tasks (i.e., ranging from F1 of 0.967 to F1 of 0.978) and generally very high precision and slightly low recall scores in all tasks. TermEval represents a promising metric in terms of the scores in Table 7 . Table 7 . TermEval's performance on terminology translation evaluation tasks. 
English-to-Hindi Task
PB-SMT NMT
TermEval: Discussion and Analysis
In this section, first we discuss the scenario in which TermEval labelled those term translations as correct, which were in fact incorrect as per the human evaluation results (false positives, cf. Table 6 ). Then, we discuss the reverse scenario in which TermEval labelled those term translations as incorrect, which were in fact correct as per the human evaluation results (false negatives, cf. Table 6 ).
False Positives
As can be seen from the fifth row of Table 6 , there were eight and three false-positives in the English-to-Hindi PB-SMT and NMT tasks, respectively. This indicates that in each case, TermEval labelled the term translation as correct, because the corresponding reference term (or one of its LIVs) was found in the hypothesis, although the manual evaluator labelled that term translation as incorrect. We verified these cases in translations with the corresponding reference terms and their LIVs. We found that in eight out of 11 cases, the LIV lists contained incorrect inflectional variations for the reference terms. These incidents can be viewed as annotation errors, as these erroneous inflectional variations for the reference terms were included in the gold-test set at the time of its creation. For the the remaining cases, we found that the English-to-Hindi PB-SMT system made the correct lexical choice for the source terms, although the meanings of their target-equivalents in the respective translations were different from those of the source terms. This can be viewed as a cross-lingual disambiguation problem.
As an example, one of the three source terms was "victim" (reference translation "shikaar"), and the English-to-Hindi PB-SMT system made a correct lexical choice ("shikaar") for "victim", although the meaning of "shikaar" is completely different in the target translation, i.e., here, its meaning is equivalent to English "hunt". It would be a challenging task for TermEval to recognise such term translation errors. We keep this topic as a subject of future work.
False Negatives
We see from Table 6 that the number of false negatives (e.g., 159 in the English-to-Hindi PB-SMT task) across all MT tasks was much higher than the false positives. In fact, this was responsible for the slightly worse recall scores (cf. Table 7 ). We point out below why TermEval failed to label such term translations as correct despite the fact that they were correct translations as per the human evaluation results.
Reordering issue: Here, first we highlight the word ordering issue in term translation. As an example, a Hindi source term "khand nyaay peeth ke nirnay" (English reference term: "division bench judgement") is correctly translated into the following English translation by the Hindi-to-English NMT system: "it shall also be relevant to refer to article 45-48 of the judgement of the division bench". Nevertheless, TermEval implements a simple word matching module that essentially failed to capture such word ordering in the target translation. In Table 8 , we report the number of instances where TermEval failed to distinguish those term translations in the PB-SMT and NMT tasks that contained all words of the reference term (or one of its LIVs), but in an order different from the reference term. As can be seen from Table 8 , these numbers were reasonably high when the target language was English. In order to capture automatically a term translation whose word order is different from that of the reference term (or one of its LIVs), we need to incorporate language-specific or lexicalized reordering rules into TermEval, which we intend to investigate in the future. Table 8 . False negatives in PB-SMT and NMT tasks when TermEval failed to distinguish reordered correct term translation.
False Negative (Due to Term Reordering)
PB-SMT NMT PB-SMT ∩ NMT English-to-Hindi 4 7 4 Hindi-to-English 13 11 4 Inflectional issue: We start the discussion with an example from the Hindi-to-English translation task. There is a source Hindi term "abhikathan"; its reference term is "allegation", and a portion of the reference translation is "an allegation made by the respondent ...". The LIV list of the reference term includes two lexical variations for "allegation": "accusation" and "complaint". A portion of the translation produced by the Hindi-to-English NMT system is "it was alleged by the respondent ...", where we see the Hindi term "abhikathan" is translated into "alleged", which is a correct translation-equivalent of the Hindi legal term "abhikathan". TermEval failed to label this term translation as correct due to the fact that its morphological form is different from that of the reference term. Here, we show one more example. Consider a source Hindi sentence "sbachaav mein koee bhee gavaah kee kisee bhee apeel karanevaale ne jaanch nahee kee gaee hai" and the English reference translation "no witness in defence has been examined by either of the appellants." Here, "gavaah" is a Hindi term, and its English equivalent is "witness". The translation of the source sentence by the Hindi-to-English NMT system is "no appeal has been examined by any of the witnesses in defence". Here, the translation of the Hindi term "gavaah" is "witnesses", which is correct as per the context of the target translation. Again, TermEval failed to identify this term translation. We show one more example in this context. Consider the source Hindi sentence "vivaadagrast vaseeyat hindee mein taip kee gaee hai aur yah sthaapit nahin kiya gaya hai ki vaseeyatakarta hindee padh sakata tha" and the English reference translation "the will in dispute is typed in hindi and it has not been established that the testator could read hindi" from the gold-test set [Hindi is a language whose first alphabet should be capital. However, we carried out experiments with lowercased characters. This is why we show this named-entity in lowercased characters in the example]. Here, "vivaadagrast vaseeyat" is a Hindi term, and its English equivalent is "will in dispute". The translation of the source sentence by the Hindi-to-English NMT system is "the disputed will have been typed in hindi and it has not been established that the editor could read hindi". We see that the translation of the source term ("vivaadagrast vaseeyat") is "disputed will", which is correct. We also see that its word order is different from that of the reference term ("will in dispute"); and the morphological form of (part of) the translation was not identical to that of (part of) the reference term. This can be viewed as a combination of "reordering" and "inflectional" issues. TermEval failed to mark this term translation as correct. In Table 9 , we report the number of instances (i.e., false negatives) in the English-Hindi PB-SMT and NMT tasks, where TermEval failed to label term translations as correct due to the above reasons. In Table 9 , we see a mixed set of results, i.e., such instances are more often seen in PB-SMT when the target is Hindi and the other way round (i.e., more often seen in NMT) when the target is English. Table 9 . False negatives in the PB-SMT and NMT tasks when TermEval fails to capture a correct term translation whose morphological form is different from the reference term or one of its LIVs.
False Negative (Due to term's morphological variations)
PB-SMT NMT PB-SMT ∩ NMT English-to-Hindi 112 87 31 Hindi-to-English 75 109 48
We recall the rule that we defined while forming the LIV list for a reference term from Section 4.2. We considered only those inflectional variations for a reference term that would be grammatically relevant to the context of the reference translation in which they would appear. In practice, the translation of a source sentence can be generated in numerous ways. It is possible that a particular inflectional variation of a reference term could be grammatically relevant to the context of the target translation, which when replacing the reference term in the reference translation, may (syntactically) be a misfit in the context of the reference translation. This is the reason why the annotators, at the time of annotation, did not consider such inflectional variation for a reference term. As a result, TermEval, which works on top of the gold-test set, failed to capture such terminology translations. These scenarios are expected to be seen more with morphologically-rich languages like Hindi. However, in our case, we see from Table 9 that these occurred with both Hindi and English. This is a challenging problem for TermEval to address. In this context, we mention the standard MT evaluation metric METEOR [58] , which, to an extent, tackles the above problems (reordering and inflectional issues) with two special modules (i.e., paraphrase and stem matching modules).
Miscellaneous reasons:
In Table 10 , we report the number of false negatives in the PB-SMT and NMT tasks when TermEval failed to capture a correct term translation for various reasons. There were mainly three reasons:
•
Term transliteration: The translation-equivalent of a source term is the transliteration of the source term itself. We observed this happening only when the target language was Hindi. In practice, many English terms (transliterated form) are often used in Hindi text (e.g., "decree" as "dikre", "tariff orders" as "tarif ordars", "exchange control manual" as "eksachenj kantrol mainual"). • Terminology translation coreferred: The translation-equivalent of a source term was not found in the hypothesis; however, it was rightly coreferred in the target translation. • Semantically-coherent terminology translation: The translation-equivalent of a source term was not seen in the hypothesis, but its meaning was correctly transferred into the target language.
As an example, consider the source Hindi sentence "sabhee apeelakartaon ne aparaadh sveekaar nahin kiya aur muqadama chalaaye jaane kee maang kee" and the reference English sentence "all the appellants pleaded not guilty to the charge and claimed to be tried" from the gold-test set. In this example, the reference English sentence was the literal translation of the source Hindi sentence. Here, "aparaadh sveekaar nahin" is a Hindi term, and its English translation is "pleaded not guilty". The Hindi-to-English NMT system produced the following English translation "all the appellants did not accept the crime and sought to run the suit" for the source sentence. In this example, we see that the meaning of the source term "aparaadh sveekaar nahin" was preserved in the target translation. 
Missing LIVs:
In a few cases, the human evaluator found that the source terms were correctly translated into the target language, but the translations were neither the reference terms nor any of its LIVs. These can be viewed as annotation mistakes since the annotators omitted adding relevant LIVs for the reference term in the gold-test set. In Table 11 , we report the number of false negatives in the PB-SMT and NMT tasks when TermEval failed to capture correct term translations for this reason. 
False Negative (Due to Missing LIVs)
PB-SMT NMT PB-SMT ∩ NMT English-to-Hindi 33 36 10 Hindi-to-English 24 33 5 
Validating TermCat
We presented the translations of the gold-test set by the MT systems to TermCat for classification. We obtained predictions for the translations of the source terms appearing in the gold-test set. The number of predictions for each of the classes (RE, IE, PE, ILS and TD) is reported in Table 12 (Rows 3 and 14). Given the reference data (human evaluation results; cf. Section 7.1), we obtained the number of correct predictions by TermCat. We report these numbers in Table 12 (Rows 4 and 15). For clarity, we also report the actual numbers corresponding to each class from Table 4 in Table 12 (Rows 5 and 16). The top and bottom halves of Table 12 represent the results for the English-to-Hindi and Hindi-to-English tasks, respectively, and the left and right sides of the table represent the PB-SMT and NMT tasks, respectively. Given this information, we evaluated TermCat's performance on the terminology translation error classification task. As usual, we used precision, recall and F1 metrics for this. Additionally, we report TermCat's overall performance in terms of macro precision, recall and F1. The macro score averages the measures for individual classes. In Table 12 , we report TermCat's performance for all classes (Rows 6, 7 and 8 for the English-to-Hindi task and Rows 17, 18 and 19 for the Hindi-to-English task). The macro-averaged results over all classes are shown in Rows 9, 10 and 11 for the English-to-Hindi task and in Rows 20, 21 and 22 for the Hindi-to-English task. As can seen from Table 12 , in general, we obtained high recall and low precision scores for all classes. The same trends were seen with the macro-averaged results (bold). We discuss the numbers from Table 12 below, highlighting the reasons why TermCat performed below par in some areas. 
TermCat: Discussion and Analysis
This section discusses various aspects of term translations centering on the results of Table 12 . We consider each of the error classes for discussion, starting with RE.
Reorder Error
As far as TermCat's performance on RE was concerned, we see from Table 12 that the F1 scores were much higher in PB-SMT than in NMT. TermCat's RE module (cf. Section 6.2) was based on a simple rule, i.e., RE (reorder error) was caught when words of a multi-word reference term were found in the hypothesis in a different order. We pointed out reordering issues in terminology translation in Section 7.4.2 with an example (reference: "division bench judgement" and MT: "judgement of the division bench"). TermCat marked the term translation shown in that example with RE, which was incorrect. We looked at the manual classification outcome (cf. Section 7.1) and investigated those terms and their translations that were tagged as RE. In other words, we looked at the distributions of term translations of the RE class over the manual classes. We found that the majority of these term translations were indeed correct translations as far as the NMT tasks were concerned. This was one of the reasons why TermCat's accuracy for RE was lower in NMT. We refer back to Table 8 where we report the number of false negatives in the PB-SMT and NMT tasks when TermEval failed to distinguish a term's correct reordered form. In fact, the numbers in Table 8 represent false positives of the RE class in four MT tasks. In order to classify such term translations as correct automatically, we should rely on language-specific rules or lexicalized reordering rules, which we intend to explore in the future.
Inflectional Error
As far as the IE class was concerned, TermCat performed below par and produced nearly identical scores (F1 of 53.1-55.5) in all tasks except for the Hindi-to-English PB-SMT task, for which we obtained a moderate F1 score, 74.2. We looked at the manual classification outcome (cf. Section 7.1) and investigated those terms and their translations that were tagged as IE. We found that nearly half of the term translations in all MT tasks that were automatically classified as IE were manually classified as correct translations by the manual evaluator (i.e., false positives). This significantly lowered TermCat's precision scores for IE. In Section 7.4.2, we mentioned the inflectional issue in terminology translation in a few examples ("allegation" vs. "alleged", "no witness" vs. "witnesses", and "disputed will" vs. "will in dispute"). TermCat mistakenly tagged these term translations as IE, despite them being correct translations. We refer back to Table 9 , where we report the number of false negatives in the PB-SMT and NMT tasks when TermEval failed to distinguish a term's correct morphological variations. In fact, the numbers in Table 9 represent false positives of the IE class on four MT tasks. It would be a challenging task for TermCat to address this problem. We also evidenced a similar story in the case of RE above. We also see from Table 12 that the recall scores for the IE class were slightly low when the target side of the translation was Hindi. For Hindi, we used a lightweight stemmer that was limited to a small number of inflectional morphemes. This could be the reason why F1 scores for IE were slightly low when the target side of the translation was Hindi.
Partial Error
Now, we focus on TermCat's performance on PE. We obtained moderate and good scores for this class in the Hindi-to-English and English-to-Hindi translation tasks, respectively. We looked at the distributions of term translations of the PE class over the manual classes. We found that more than half of the false-positives of the PE class in all tasks were correct translations, which led to TermCat's lower precision for PE. We also identified a reason for this. At the time of creation of the gold-test set (cf. Section 4), human annotators omitted adding relevant variations (lexical and inflectional) for some reference terms. Most of the correct translations were tagged as PE for this reason. However, this problem can be minimised with a better termbank. In the future, we aim to make the gold-test set as exhaustive as possible by adding missing variations for the respective reference terms.
Incorrect Lexical Selection
Now, we discuss how TermCat performed on the ILS class. We see from Table 12 that TermCat's performance on ILS was better in PB-SMT than in NMT. In order to trace incorrect lexical selection in terminology translation, TermCat made use of external knowledge sources. TermCat's ILS module gathers translation-equivalents for the source terms using WordNet and the PB-SMT phrase table (cf. Section 6.2). We wanted to see whether the use of the PB-SMT phrase table had any impact on raising TermCat's performance in PB-SMT tasks. Hence, we counted the number of source terms that were labelled as ILS and traced using the PB-SMT phrase table. Given the manually-classified data, we divided this number into two measures: true-positives and false-positives, which are reported in Table 13 . Numbers inside the square bracket (cf . Table 13 ) represent the total number of true-positives and false-positives of the ILS class. We see from Table 13 that the percentage of true-positives due to the use of the PB-SMT phrase table with respect to the total number of true-positives was much higher in PB-SMT than in NMT, whereas the false-positive scores were comparable in both tasks. Therefore, we can clearly see that the use of the PB-SMT phrase table in the ILS module appeared to be responsible for the difference in the classification accuracies in PB-SMT and NMT. We looked at the distributions of false-positives of ILS over the manual classes. We found that they were nearly identical on all four translation tasks. In fact, most of the false-positives were correct term translations. We explained above why term translations that were labelled as PE were classified as correct term translations by the human evaluator. We pointed out that the annotators omitted adding relevant variations for a few reference terms in the gold-test set, which was the main cause of PE's low precision scores. The same story is also applicable for ILS. However, this can be minimised with an improved reference termbank. In summary, in order to improve TermCat's performance on ILS or PE, we need to make the reference termbank as exhaustive as possible.
Term Drop
We see from Table 12 that TermCat's performance on TD was below par. When we see the distributions of TD's true-negatives across the manual classes, we see they were mainly ILS and REM in both PB-SMT and NMT tasks. Let us recall TermCat's ILS module from Section 6.1. Any unlabelled source terms that come from the ILS module were, by default, labelled as TD (see Figure 3 ). Therefore, where the ILS module failed to detect an incorrect lexical selection (or partial incorrect lexical selection) for a term translation, this in turn became a true-negative of TD.
Conclusions
In this study, we presented a faster and less expensive semi-automatic annotation strategy following which one can create a reusable gold standard for evaluating terminology translation in MT. We also introduced an automatic evaluation metric, TermEval, for evaluating terminology translation in MT, which worked on top of the gold standard. This evaluation strategy can help MT users quickly assess terminology translation quality in automatic translation. The paper also presented a classification framework, TermCat, that can automatically classify terminology translation-related errors in MT into a set of predefined error categories. TermCat can aid the end-users in quickly identifying specific problems in relation to terminology translation in MT.
We created a gold standard test set from the English-Hindi judicial domain parallel corpus, which was used for validating TermEval and TermCat in four MT tasks. We found that TermEval represented a promising metric for the evaluation of terminology translation in MT, showing very high correlations with the human judgements in all translation tasks (i.e., F1 ranging from 96.7-97.8). We examined why TermEval failed to distinguish term translations in a few cases and identified reasons (e.g., reordering and inflectional issues in term translation) for such errors. As far as the TermCat's classification accuracy was concerned, we obtained high recall and low precision scores for all classes. We obtained reasonable accuracies with PE (F1: 71.1-87.3) in all translation tasks, with RE (F1: 72.0-82.3) and ILS (F1: 70.6-80.5) in the PB-SMT tasks, and with TD (F1 of 72.0) and IE (F1 of 74.2) in the English-to-Hindi and Hindi-to-English PB-SMT tasks, respectively, as well as moderate accuracies with IE (F1: 53.1-55.6), TD (F1: 55.4-64.3), RE (F1: 47.9-51.3) and ILS (F1: 61.2-62.6) on the respective remaining translation tasks. In sum, the classifier's performance varied across the MT models, translation directions and morphological nature of the languages involved in translation. We identified several reasons for the variations. We found that the quality of the linguistic processors and language resources and the use of external knowledge (i.e., PB-SMT phrase table) impacted TermCat's performance. As far as the classifier's performance over all classes (macro-averaged scores) was concerned, we saw that the classifier performed reasonably and competently in the terminological error classification tasks (macroF1 of 70.3 and 73.8 on the PB-SMT tasks and 59.6 and 61.7 on the NMT tasks). As expected, we saw similar characteristics across the four translation tasks with the macro-averaged recall and precision measures, i.e., high macroR and low macroP scores. We also saw that the classifier's overall accuracy (i.e., macroF1 scores) was moderately better in PB-SMT than in NMT.
TermCat had a minimal language dependency, such as a stemmer for the target language and lexical knowledge base. Stemmers are usually available for many languages; even if they are not available, they can easily be prepared like the one we used for Hindi in our work. Lexical knowledge bases are also available for a handful of languages; even if they are not available, a PB-SMT phrase table or lexicon can, to some extent, suffice. Note that any language resources that can avail of translation-equivalents for domain terms can be exploited in the classifier's lexical error identification module. Since the proposed classification model had minimal language dependency, its applicability can be extended to other languages including low resource languages. Although our classification model, TermCat, could automatically expose specific problems in term translation in MT, it worked on top of the gold standard evaluation test set. Our term annotation (i.e., creation of the gold standard) process was not fully automated since it required a certain level of manual intervention due to many factors vis-'a-vis terminology translation, e.g., the degree of ambiguity, the morphological nature of language (i.e., related to term's inflectional variations), the data domain (i.e., related to term's lexical variations), and the quality of automatically-extracted bilingual terminology. If a fully-automated solution to this problem were to appear in the future (i.e., automatic creation of the gold standard dataset), then there would be no human dependency in the pipeline, and the proposed classification model could fully automate the nature of the terminological errors in MT.
The created gold standard test set can be regarded as an important language resource in MT research. The gold standard can also be used for the evaluation of related natural language processing tasks, e.g., terminology extraction. This can also serve itself as a test-suite for automatic monolingual and bilingual term annotation tasks. We demonstrated various linguistic issues and challenges while creating our gold standard dataset, which would provide insights for such an annotation scheme.
In the future, we aim to make our gold standard evaluation test set as exhaustive as possible by amending missing lexical and inflectional variations for reference terms. We also plan to test our evaluation technique with different language pairs and domains. 
